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Final Crisis 10th Anniversary Omnibus
Using the soul-destroying Anti-Life Equation, Darkseid is remaking the heroes, villains and
everyday people of Earth in his dark image...and destroying the very fabric of reality itself in the
process. Now superheroes from around the world-and across the Multiverse-must make a last,
desperate stand against the forces of Anti-Life. Will Earth endure? And when the Crisis
reaches its climax, who will make the ultimate sacrifice? Collecting Batman #676-683,
#701-702, Birds of Prey #118, DC Universe #0, DC Universe- The Last Will and Testament #1,
Final Crisis #1-7, Final Crisis- Legion of 3 Worlds #1-5, Final Crisis- Requiem #1, Final CrisisResist #1, Final Crisis- Revelations #1-5, Final Crisis- Rogues' Revenge #1-3, Final CrisisSecret Files #1, Final Crisis- Submit #1, Final Crisis- Superman Beyond #1-2, Flash #240-241,
Justice League of America #21, Superman/Batman #76, Teen Titans #59-60 and Terror Titans
#1-6.
What happens when evil wins? That's the question Superman, Batman, the Justice League
and every being in the DC Universe must face when Darkseid and his otherworldly legion of
fanatical followers defeat the World's Greatest Heroes. How will they rally back? More
importantly...can they? Also collects DC UNIVERSE #0, FINAL CRISIS: SUPERMAN
BEYOND #1-2 and BATMAN #682-683 as a DC Essential Edition!
With a film starring the Joker as played by Joaquin Phoenix in the works for fall 2019, DC
collects the greatest 1970s tales of the clown prince of crime in one massive hardcover for the
first time! The Joker's greatest tales from the 1970s are collected in one massive hardcover,
timed to the fall 2019 Warner Bros. movie about the Clown Prince of Crime starring Joaquin
Phoenix. Includes the never before published The Joker #10! Collects Batman #252, 260, 286,
291-294, 321, 353, 365-366, 400; The Brave and The Bold #111, 118, 129-130, 141, 191; The
Joker #1-10, Detective Comics #475-476, 504, 526, 532, Wonder Woman #280-283; DC
Comics Presents #41, 72; Who's Who: The Definitive Guide to the DC Universe #11 (Joker
page only).
This is it! The greatest DC characters! Your favorite writers and artists! Everything leading to
Final Crisis and beyond starts here! Take a journey through the past and present of the DCU,
and witness the emergence of the greatest evil in the universeÑand the stunning return of a
force for good! You dare not miss DC Universe: Zero!
Barry Allen is a hero. His work for the Central City Police Department saves lives, and he has
solved numerous criminal cases. As the Flash, he protects the innocent and battles evil. He is
the Fastest Man Alive Or he was... Barry Allen wakes up to a world that is not his own. A place
where his mother was never killed...and the Flash never existed. The history of Barry's life is
not as he remembers it, and the people he cares about most are now strangers, vanished, or
worse. This altered universe is on the brink of a cataclysmic war. No human has ever wielded
the Green Lantern's light, and no one has ever heard of Superman. Batman has as much
blood on his hands as his enemies do, and America's last hope is Cyborg. Powerless and
alone, Barry Allen desperately tries to hold on to his memories of the reality that once was. If
there is any hope of setting things right, he must convince this world's strange, dangerous
heroes to help him fix what was broken. Collects Booster Gold #44-47, Flash #9-12, Flashpoint
#1-5, Flashpoint: Reverse-Flash #1, Flashpoint: Abin Sur the Green Lantern #1-3, Flashpoint:
Emperor Aquaman #1-3, Flashpoint: Batman Knight of Vengeance #1-3, Flashpoint: Citizen
Cold #1-3, Flashpoint: The World of Flashpoint #1-3, Flashpoint: Deadman and the Flying
Graysons #1-3, Flashpoint: Deathstroke & the Curse of the Ravager #1-3, Flashpoint: Lois
Lane and the Resistance #1-3, Flashpoint: The Outsider #1-3, Flashpoint: Secret Seven #1-3,
Flashpoint: The Canterbury Cricket #1, Flashpoint: Wonder Woman and the Furies #1-3,
Flashpoint: Kid Flash Lost #1-3, Flashpoint: Project Superman #1-3, Flashpoint: Frankenstein
& the Creatures of the Unknown #1-3, Flashpoint: Green Arrow Industries #1, Flashpoint:
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Grodd of War #1, Flashpoint: Hal Jordan #1-3, Flashpoint: The Legion of Doom #1-3, and
Absolute Flashpoint #1.
Batman's world is turned upside down. In the wake of Forever Evil, the world looks at heroes in
a different light, creating tension between Batman and his allies and the Gotham City Police
Department. When a gang war breaks out and new villains arise, it's up to the Dark Knight,
Batgirl and others to turn the tide as best as they can--but will the GCPD be a help or a
hindrance? Batman: Eternal Omnibus collects the entirety of the groundbreaking, critically
acclaimed series by award-winning writers Scott Snyder, James Tynion IV, Ray Fawkes, John
Layman and Tim Seeley in hardcover format! Collects Batman Eternal #1-52 and Batman #28.
Written and pencilled by Dan Jurgens (CONVERGENCE, THE NEW 52: FUTURES END) and
inked by Jerry Ordway (THE DEATH OF SUPERMAN), ZERO HOUR chronicles the discovery
by DC's greatest heroes of a tidal wave of temporal disruption, as they band togheter to
combat chronal chaos. When all of his family and friends were killed by the attack of a supervillain, the once heroic Green Lantern went insane and became the immensely powerful
Parallax. Hoping to save his loved ones, the mad Hal Jordan decided to recreate the universe
by unraveling time. Now as realities and time lines converge, dinosaurs walk the Earth again,
deceased heroes are resurrected, and half the population has suddenly vanished. With
Parallax on the verge of success, Superman, Batman, Robin, Flash, Wonder Woman,
Aquaman, and the rest of the world's heroes must find a way to stop their former comrade or
cease to be as all existence ends. This volume collects stories from SHOWCASE '94 #8-9 and
ZERO HOUR: CRISIS IN TIME #4-0.
What happens when evil wins? ThatÕs the question Superman, Batman, the Justice League
and every being in the DC Universe must face when Darkseid and his otherworldly legion of
fanatical followers defeat the WorldÕs Greatest Heroes. How will they rally back? More
importantly...can they? Collects FINAL CRISIS #1-7, DC UNIVERSE #0, FINAL CRISIS:
SUPERMAN BEYOND #1-2 and BATMAN #682-683 as a DC Essential Edition!
Gotham City's infected by a crime epidemic, and all of Batman's enemies have emerged to
throw his life into utter chaos. But little do they know that they're all pawns of the villainous
Hush in his elaborate game of revenge against Bruce Wayne.
It's the JLA's greatest challenge; a time-spanning, universe-rocking, city-nuking mayhem-fest
that features just about every hero in the DC Universe. It's DC: One Million, the latest, greatest
'event' storyline in the grand tradition of DC versus Marvel. industry present a saga that is truly
epic in every sense of the word. journeyed back through time to invite their predecessors to
witness an incredible event. But the planned celebrations are put on hold when the JLA find
themselves stranded in the future, at the mercy of Solaris the tyrant sun and their old enemy,
the immortal Vandal Savage... superhero comics, think again
What happens when evil wins? That's the question Superman, Batman and The Justice
League of America must face when Darkseid and his legion of narcissistic followers actually
win the war between light and dark. Featuring the deaths and resurrections of major DC
characters, Final Crisis is a challenging, thought-provoking take on our modern four-colour
icons.
A war has been brewing between the different colored Lantern CorpsÑthe Green fighting the
Yellow, the Red trying to destroy all, the Blue attempting to broker peace among the tribes.
However, the real battle is yet to come: the undead Black Lanterns are coming and seemingly
nothing can stop them. Putting aside old vendettas, itÕs up to Hal Jordan and the Green
Lantern Corps to lead DCÕs greatest champions as well as their deadliest foes in a battle to
save the universe from an army of the dead. Collects Blackest Night #0-8.
As a massive cosmic battle between good and evil rages across the DC Universe, a war of
faith tests the might of the Spectre and the souls of humanity! Darkseid, the malevolent New
God has waged a brainwashing war against mankind, leaving the Spectre - God's embodiment
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of vengeance - to face off against the mad god's followers. Worshipping a religion based on
crime, these disciples plan on subduing humanity and extinguishing its free will. It's up to the
Spectre, the Question and Batwoman to take down these minions before all hope is lost!
Featuring stunning art from DC newcomer Philip Tan (BATMAN AND ROBIN, GREEN
LANTERN).
A thousand enemies, a thousand kills--Deathstroke is the world's greatest assassin. When
Slade Wilson is confronted by his own troubled past, he'll be challengedc to reinvent himself
before he loses everything and everyone in his life. Can Deathstroke be redeemed? ...And if
he can, how long will he be able to keep up his hero status? Find out in Deathstroke by
Christopher Priest Omnibus collecting Deathstroke: Rebirth #1; Titans #11; Teen Titans #8-29;
Deathstroke #1-50; Titans: The Lazarus Contract Special #1; DC Holiday Special 2017 #1;
Deathstroke Annual (Rebirth) #1
Novelist Brad Meltzer's #1 New York Times best-selling miniseries that rocked the DC
Universe and influenced new storylines for years to come. When Sue Dibny, wife of the
Elongated Man, is murdered in her own home, the superhero community is devastated. They
come together in mourning, hold their loved ones closer, and immediately begin a worldwide
search to find her killer. But a handful of heroes think they already know who murdered Sue
Dibny. Years ago, to protect Sue and others like her from super-villains, Green Arrow,
Hawkman, Black Canary, the Atom and Zatanna crossed a line. Now, their long-buried secret
will break the superhero community apart. Collects IDENTITY CRISIS #1-7
Batman and Martian Manhunter have been slaughtered, and they are only the first heroes to
fall Green Lantern, Green Arrow, Supergirl, Atom, Shazam, Congorilla and Starman unite to
bring the fight to the bad guys. But when Prometheus plans his revenge on the heroes, it's
personal - and it'll only get more bloody before it's over

Geoff Johns and Andy Kubert's universe-altering classic graphic novel, FLASHPOINT,
is now available in his oversize slipcase Absolute edition, complete with behind-thescenes scripts, design sketches and other bonus material! Not a dream, not an
imaginary story, not an elseworld. This is Flash Fact: When Barry Allen wakes at his
desk, he discovers the world has changed. Family is alive, loved ones are strangers,
and close friends are different, gone or worse. It's a world on the brink of a cataclysmic
war - but where are Earth's Greatest Heroes to stop it? It's a place where America's last
hope is Cyborg, who hopes to gather the forces of The Outsider, The Secret 7,
S!H!A!Z!A!M!, Citizen Cold and other new and familiar-yet altered faces! It's a world that
could be running out of time, if The Flash can't find the villain who altered the time line!
The New York Times best-selling FLASHPOINT changed the status quo of the entire
DC Universe as we know it and helped sheperd in the New 52 relaunch. With stunning
art from industry legend Andy Kubert, this new Absolute edition is a must-have for any
DC fan! Collects FLASHPOINT #1-5.
After the events of "Infinite Crisis," Batman, Wonder Woman, and Superman take a
year away from their superhero duties, and super heroes rise up in their absence.
Jack Kirby reinvented the superhero genre with his sprawling saga of the Fourth
WorldÑa bold storytelling vision that was decades ahead of its time. In honor of this
extraordinary talentÕs centennial, DC Comics is proud to re-present the
groundbreaking work of the King of Comics in a brand-new series of trade paperback
editions collecting his classic DC titles in all their four-color glory! At the heart of the
Fourth World is The New Gods, a series whose scale and grandeur have astonished
readers for generations. And at the center of KirbyÕs startlingly original pantheon of
larger-than-life characters are two of comicsÕ greatest adversaries: Orion of New
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Genesis and Darkseid of Apokolips! Ranging across space and time, these implacable
foes are locked in a ceaseless struggle to control the fundamental forces of the
universe. But this pair are more than mortal enemiesÑthey are also father and son!
Raised in exile as a living instrument of peace between Apokolips and New Genesis,
Orion swore to uphold the life-affirming values of his adopted world. But the bottomless
rage and thirst for combat that course through his veins cannot be extinguished. In the
end, will he defeat Darkseid and thwart his quest for the Anti-Life EquationÑor will he
forsake his vow and seize the ultimate power for himself? See cosmic fury
unleashedÑand thrill to the imaginative power of one of the mediumÕs greatest
mastersÑin New Gods by Jack Kirby, collecting issues #1-11 of the legendary series
together with the KingÕs two concluding tales, ÒEven Gods Must Die!Ó and ÒThe
Hunger Dogs!Ó
Months following the disappearance of Batman, Gotham City sits at a precipice and it
may be too far gone for Nightwing, Robin, Commissioner Gordon and the rest of the
city's heroes to save the day.
From the New York Times bestselling creative team of Peter Tomasi and Patrick
Gleason, the emblematic Superman stories from the DC Rebirth era are collected for
the first time in a hardcover omnibus The fan-favorite and critically acclaimed
Superman series by Peter Tomasi and Patrick Gleason honors the legacy of the iconic
Man of Steel, all while innovating and highlighting socially relevant issues within the
adventures of Superman and his villains. A popular Superman run from the creative
duo of Tomasi and Gleason, this DC Rebirth era Superman omnibus celebrates and
explores all facets of the Superman mythos. Jam-packed with action, adventure, and
heartfelt moments, this collection features the storylines Son of Superman,
Bizarroverse, Super Sons of Tomorrow, the Never-Ending Battle in Action Comics
#1000, and much more Collects Superman: Rebirth #1, Superman #1-39, Superman
#42-45, Teen Titans #15, Action Comics #975-976, Action Comics #1000, Super Sons
#11-12, and Superman Annual #1.
"The New York Times "best-selling and critically acclaimed series GREEN LANTERN
written by Geoff Johns begins here! It's been years since the the death of Hal Jordan
and the end of the Green Lantern Corps. But as the Torchbearer Kyle Rayner is about
to find out, the adventure of epic and mythological proportions is about to begin as the
former Lantern returns to the land of the living to atone for his sins. And the cosmos will
never be the same as Sinestro wages his war against the Green Lanterns with his
newly founded, Sinestro Corps! This volume collects: Green Lantern Rebirth #1-6,
Green Lantern Corps Recharge #1-5, Green Lantern #1-25, Green Lantern Corps
#14-18, Green Lantern: Sinestro Corps Special #1, Green Lantern Secret Files 2005
#1, Tales of the Sinestro Corps: Superman Prime #1 and Green Lantern/Sinestro Corps
Secret Files #1.
Jimmy Olsen must die! Wait, we’re getting ahead of ourselves. Jimmy Olsen lives!
Superman’s best friend and Daily Planet photographer Jimmy Olsen tours the bizarre
underbelly of the DC Universe in this new series featuring death, destruction, giant
turtles, and more, combining Silver Age energy with a distinctly modern sensibility! It’s
a centuries-spanning whirlwind of weird that starts in Metropolis and ends in Gotham
City. Award-winning writer Matt Fraction (Sex Criminals, Hawkeye) makes his DC debut
with Superman’s Pal Jimmy Olsen, an irreverent, hijinks-filled journey across the
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weirdest and wildest corners of the DCU, illustrated by Eisner Award-winning artist
Steve Lieber. Collects Superman’s Pal Jimmy Olsen #1-12.
"What happens when evil wins? That's the devastating question Superman, Batman,
the Justice League and every other super being in the DC Universe must face when
Darkseid and his otherworldly legion of followers actually win the war between light and
dark"--Publisher's web site.

A group of powerful villains band together under the Sinestro Corps to try and rid
the cosmos of the Green Lanterns and estrablish a new order in the galaxy.
These late 1980s stories led up to "The Death of Superman" epic in an oversize
omnibus hardcover! The late 1980s stories that set the stage for the epic "The
Death of Superman" storyline are collected in a new hardcover Omnibus edition
for the first time. Featuring stories and art by Jerry Ordway, George Pérez, Mike
Mignola and others, these tales include appearances by Lex Luthor, Lois Lane,
interplanetary warlord Mongul, the fifth-dimensional imp known as Mr. Mxyzptlk
and more, plus the debut of the Eradicator, a key player in the post "Death of
Superman" era. Collects THE ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #445-459,
SUPERMAN #23-27, ACTION COMICS #643-646 and ACTION COMICS
ANNUAL #2.
In this new collection of 1980s stories, Lilith ascends to godhood and takes up
residence on Olympus. Then, the team investigates a 50-year-old cold-case
murder, and Starfire is called home to the planet Tamaran, where she is to wed a
member of the militaryÑbut instead plans to free her people from the forces that
oppress them. And the team helps Superman fight his way out of the clutches of
Brainiac! Collects NEW TEEN TITANS #10-15 and ANNUAL #1.
The mind-blowing event from 2008 is collected in this spectacular new hardcover
collecting Final Crisis #1-7, Final Crisis: Submit #1, Final Crisis: Superman
Beyond #1-2, and the Final Crisis Sketchbook, plus the newly added Final Crisis
#1 Director's Cut and Batman #682-683, all written by Grant Morrison, now with
seven new story pages by Morrison and Mahnke! What happens when evil wins?
That's the devastating question Superman, Batman, the Justice League, and
every other super being in the DC Universe must face when Darkseid and his
otherworldly legion of followers actually win the war between light and dark. This
oversized, slipcased hardcover comes with its own pair of 3-D glasses!
The Dark Knight has fallen, sacrificing himself in the Final Crisis to defeat the
ultimate evil. Tim Drake has laid down the mantle of Robin to search the world for
a sign that his mentor can be brought back from oblivion. Now collecting the
entirety of this epic saga, this second of three omnibus collections introduces
Batman to his son, Damian Wayne, and takes the Caped Crusader from the brink
of death to the edge of madness. These blockbuster stories, including the nowclassic Batman & Son, Batman- The Black Glove and Batman R.I.P., feature a
deconstruction of superhero comics like no other, with a challenging, thoughtprovoking take on the man behind the cowl. This edition also includes the
milestone 700th issue of Batman, featuring stories spotlighting each of the
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Batmen from different eras, with art from Andy Kubert, Tony Daniel and Frank
Quitely. Collects Batman #700-702, Batman & Robin #1-16 and Batman- The
Return of Bruce Wayne #1-6.
Stranded in the far future, the members of the Justice League of America are
hunted as dangerous renegades, while their counterparts in the Justice Legion A
must find a cure for a deadly virus and deal with a traitor in their midst.
"Superman created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster; Superboy created by Jerry
Siegel; Supergirl based on characters created by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster;
Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger; Static created by Milestone Media."
Graphic Novel. Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, the Flash,
Supergirl and a host of other heroes and villains must face an enemy that
threatens all reality! Intergalactic battles at the farthest reaches of space; the
dissolution of the Justice League; relentless assaults on Earth's superhumans by
Brother Eye's OMAC warriors; the Spectre's crazed mission to destroy all magic.
Who is behind these events, and why? The answers are guaranteed to amaze
you!This pulse-pounding story is written by fan-favourite writer Geoff Johns, and
features the art of Phil Jiminez (New X-Men), in an unmissable collection that will
forever redefine what is it to be a hero!
"The IDENTITY CRISIS mystery uses all of Mr. Meltzer's skills as a thriller novelist." - The New
York Times "A genuine comics landmark." - Publishers Weekly The unforgettable 7-issue
miniseries from New York Times best-selling novelist Brad Meltzer (Dead Even) is now in DC's
Absolute format! Starring Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman and the entire Justice League,
this is the widely talked-about tale of intrigue and an inventive look at the world of Super
Heroes, fantastic powers and secret identities. When the spouse of a JLA member is brutally
murdered, the entire super hero community searches for the killer, fearing their own loved ones
may be the next targets. Before the mystery is solved, a number of long-buried secrets will
threaten to divide the heroes before they can bring the killer to justice. This gripping mystery
includes a gallery of the variant covers, previously unpublished script pages and more!
Advance solicited - On sale OCTOBER 12 - 288 pg, FC, 8.25" x 12.5", $99.99 US
The haunting epic that plunged the DC Universe into darkness collected in its entirety for the
first time ever! The Blackest Night is now here. As black rings rain from the sky former, friends
and loved ones rise from their graves as twisted monsters with only one mission: Death. A war
has been brewing between the different colored Lantern Corps--the Green fighting the Yellow,
the Red trying to destroy all, the Blue attempting to broker peace between the tribes. However,
the real battle is now here: the undead Black Lanterns are coming and seemingly nothing can
stop them. Putting aside old vendettas, it's up to Hal Jordan and the Green Lantern Corps to
lead DC's greatest champions as well as their deadliest foes in a battle to save the Universe
from an army of the dead! Written by comics superstar Geoff Johns (Doomsday Clock, DC:
Rebirth, Justice League) and drawn by some of the hottest artists in the game such as Ivan
Reis (Justice League, Superman, Aquaman), Patrick Gleason (Batman & Robin, Superman).
The Blackest Night Omnibus is a must-have for longtime fans and new readers looking to take
the plunge into darkness. Collects Adventure Comics #4-5,7, Blackest Night #0-8, Blackest
Night: Batman #1-3, Blackest Night: The Flash #1-3, Blackest Night: JSA #1-3, Blackest Night:
Superman #1-3, Blackest Night: Tales of the Corps #1-3, Blackest Night: Titans #1-3, Blackest
Night: Wonder Woman #1-3, Catwoman #83, Green Arrow #30, Green Lantern #43-53, Green
Lantern Corps #39-47, Phantom Stranger #42, Starman #81, Suicide Squad #67, The Atom
and Hawkman #46, The Power of Shazam! #48, The Question #37, Untold Tales of Blackest
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Night #1 and Weird Western Tales #71
Heroes will live, heroes will die, and the DC Universe will never be the same again in this
omnibus collection of the 2005 event that changed history! OMAC robots are rampaging,
magic is dying, villains are uniting, and a war is raging in space. And in the middle of it all, a
critical moment has divided Earth's three greatest heroes: Superman, Batman, and Wonder
Woman. It's the DC Universe's darkest day, and long-lost heroes from the past have returned
to make things right in the universe... at any cost. Heroes will live, heroes will die, and the DCU
will never be the same again! This omnibus collects Action Comics #826, #829, Adventures of
Superman #639, #642, Countdown to Infinite Crisis, Day of Vengeance #1-6, Day of
Vengeance Infinite Crisis Special, JLA #115-119, Infinite Crisis #1-6, Infinite Crisis Secret Files
2006, The OMAC Project #1-6, The OMAC Project Infinite Crisis Special, Rann-Thanagar War
#1-6, The Rann-Thanagar Infinite Crisis Special, Superman #216, #219, Villains United #1-6,
Villains United Infinite Crisis Special and Wonder Woman #219.
The satirical 1987-1996 Justice League adventures are collected in a single hardcover edition.
A new generation of the world's greatest super-heroes takes center stage in the wake of a
world crisis, but it's the most unlikely grouping of heroes ever - Batman, Black Canary, Blue
Bettle, Captain Marvel, Doctor Fate, Dr. Light, Guy Gardner, Martian Manhunter, and Mister
Miracle. Known for its comedic tones and quirky cast, this chapter from 1987-1996 in League
history is unforgettable!
Prepare for the highly anticipated Aquaman feature film with this Omnibus featuring awardwinning author Geoff Johns' groundbreaking stories in hardcover format! Arthur Curry is a man
of two worlds. Six years ago he was a surface dweller, raised as the son of a lighthouse
keeper. Then tragedy struck. Destiny was revealed. And young Arthur Curry claimed his
birthright: the Throne of Atlantis. But his reign was brief. When darkness threatened the
surface world, he rose to meet it. As Aquaman, he joined the team of heroes called the Justice
League, leaving the rule of his kingdom behind. But even underwater, the past will not stay
buried. A sinister force is pushing Aquaman's two worlds to the brink of war, with the fate of the
planet in the balance. If Arthur does not reclaim his throne, the throne may well claim his life...
DC Entertainment president & chief creative officer Geoff Johns re-teams with Green Lantern
collaborator Ivan Reis in this oversize omnibus collection featuring Johns' critically acclaimed
run. Collects Aquaman #0-25, #23.1, #23.2, Justice League #15-17.
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